
 

Keighley St Andrew’s Primary School   
Carole Nixon: Assistant Headteacher 
 
Change team: Michelle Freebury (KS1 and EYFS), Amber Pearce (LKS2), Gillian Grimshaw (support staff), 
Amy Hartley (UKS2). 

Context 
Keighley St Andrew’s is a two-form entry primary school close to the centre of Keighley, West Yorkshire in 
an area of high deprivation.  We have approximately 350 pupils enrolled from R- Y6 around 30% of whom 
are FSM/ PP. The majority of our pupils speak English as an additional language. The majority of children 
enter school with a very low baseline and speaking very little or no English. Children leave school at the 
end of Y6 having made above average progress for reading. 
 
Our school community is 97% Muslim and children attend mosque school every night.  This and the fact 
that many parents are unable to read and write English, means that children have little opportunity to 
read or be read to at home.  Children have little reading resilience and not enough opportunity for free 
reading within school time.  Despite this, many children do have a love of reading just not necessarily 
within school. 
 
Following the introduction of Read Write Inc in KS1 for our phonics provision and a clearly structured 
scheme of work for whole class reading in KS2, children are well grounded in the practice of reading and 
understanding.  The next natural step for us was to promote a love of reading particularly within our 
school community. 

Explore 
Intention: define the problem and establish a baseline 
The baseline data was collected through surveys given to staff and children.  We then analysed these to 
find our priorities. 
Teacher survey findings 

● All staff (18 in total) were able to name 3 different children’s authors- 11 said Roald Dahl and 11 

said Julia Donaldson. Although there was some variation of authors, these, along with JK Rowling, 

were the most common. 

● Fewer staff were able to name three picture fiction creators (11-13 responses)- those who were 

able to, referenced a range of creators but Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler were the most 

popular. 

● Most staff (16) were able to name one poet, but many could not give the names of 3 poets. Within 

the members of staff who could name poets, there was some variation of names but Michael 

Rosen was the most popular choice. 

● KS1 staff appear to have a wider range of knowledge of authors, illustrators and poets. 

  

The survey and subsequent conversations with teachers also showed that most of our staff do not 

actively read for pleasure themselves.  Because of this, teachers are not reflective about the choice of 

books they share with children and through discussion it became apparent that some teachers lacked 

confidence in this area.  This lack of enjoyment also projects through to the children as many children 

stated that they didn’t know if their teacher enjoyed reading.  Interviews with children also showed that 

although all children have a story read to them each day, some children found this boring and had not 

been asked if they liked the book. 

 



Children’s evidence was gathered through individual surveys and interviews.  In KS1, 67% of children said 
that they enjoyed reading but this had dropped to 45% in KS2.  This tied in with their perceptions of 
themselves as readers.  In KS1, 58% of children felt they were good readers with only 25% of KS2 
children feeling the same.  Further analysis of the data showed that although the majority of our children 
read at home, they said that they preferred reading at home or elsewhere rather than reading at 
school.  Many of the reasons given for this were down to comfort, space and fewer distractions.  Reading 
in school involves sitting at a table where it is not comfortable and in silence. Our children did not enjoy 
reading in school.  
 
KS1                                                                      KS2 

      
 
Overall, the initial baseline research showed us that developing teacher subject knowledge and creating 
spaces in which children could enjoy reading, were key priorities to focus on in this project. 
 

Prepare 
Summary of Findings 
 
Key strengths from the data: 

- Class reads were timetabled for every class 
- All classrooms had some form of reading area 
- High quality texts used across school for English and teaching reading 
- Many children enjoyed reading. 

 
Areas for development from the data: 

- Teachers’ and children’s lack of knowledge of current authors and children’s literature 
- Reading for pleasure not a focus through school 
- Ineffective use of reading areas throughout school especially the library which had become a 

dumping ground since the pandemic. 
 
Through a discussion of the findings with the change team, we decided to focus on two main aims: 
 

1.  Broaden staff knowledge of children’s literature within their year group and curriculum texts 
across school so that staff can use their growing expertise to promote a love of reading across 
school. 
 

As a team, we shared research about RfP in schools and realised that this supported our findings, namely 
that “Teachers with weak subject knowledge are not in a position to support children adequately in 
making their own reading choices and choice and recommendations are important for all readers, 
particularly young developing readers” (Court, 2011; Goodwin, 2011; Hughes-Hassell and Rodge, 2007).  
“For children to become motivated enthusiastic readers they need to be introduced to literature which 
will interest and inspire them to read.”  (Cremin et al, 2014).   



Teachers in our school were heavily reliant on books they were familiar with or had read themselves as a 
child.  Therefore, our children were not having the opportunity to be exposed to a wide range of 
children’s authors and poets.  This prompted us to question whether there was a direct link between 
teacher subject knowledge, or lack thereof, and the declining number of children through school who 
enjoy reading.  ‘To motivate young readers and nurture the development of positive reader identities, a 
breadth of knowledge of good-quality children’s literature is essential.’  (Cremin et al, 2014). 
 

2. Develop social reading environments and develop informal book talk, inside text talk and 
recommendations.  

 
The majority of children who said they enjoyed reading also said that they didn’t like reading in school.  
When we explored this further, children said that they liked to be comfortable when reading and that 
reading in a chair at a desk was the very opposite.  Children also said that reading areas in classrooms 
were unattractive and that they found choosing books in school difficult.  Although children said they 
enjoyed the texts we used in English and to teach reading, they did not enjoy reading for pleasure.   
 
Research tells us that   
“…..for children to become motivated enthusiastic readers they need to be introduced to literature which 
will interest and inspire them to read” (Cremin et al, 2014). 
 
Therefore, we decided that we would create spaces in which children could enjoy reading and then 
develop the use of these through informal book talk sessions. 
 
As a team, we also felt that the way we approach class stories needed to be looked at if we are to inspire 
in children a love of reading.  My intention was to create spaces and dedicated times in school where 
children can be relaxed, easily choose and read books of their choice, and enjoy being read to.  To do this 
effectively, teachers would need a good understanding of what children like to read as:  
 
“Children are more likely to want to read material which connects to their personal interests, and may as 
a result discover what reading can offer them as individuals.  To support children’s engagement in 
reading, arguably therefore teachers need to know about them as individuals, and need to know about 
and be interested in what they are reading.”  (Cremin et al, 2014).   
 
To begin with, this felt like a bit of a chicken and egg situation: which element did we tackle first?  
Through discussion and knowledge of both our staff and children, we felt that developing dedicated 
reading spaces in school would inspire everyone and raise the profile of reading throughout school. 
 
 
 

Deliver 
Intention: implementing your development plan and ongoing documentation of impact  
 
Aim 1: broaden staff knowledge of children’s literature within their year group and curriculum texts 
across school so that staff can use their growing expertise to promote a love of reading across school. 
 
Strategies 

- Each year group to share a book from our English curriculum at the start of every staff meeting, 
sharing their three words followed by book talk 

- Create displays to promote genres/authors/texts with children’s comments/reviews 
- Teachers to research and purchase new books and new authors.  One staff meeting per term to 

be given over to visiting book shops for staff to have time to browse and select books 
- Teachers to read the books they have in their class library. 



Implementation and ongoing impact 
 
Sharing the data with staff led to an open and honest discussion around their reading habits and why 
even those staff who see themselves as readers, didn’t read children’s literature.  
 
Many teachers felt that there were so many pressures on their time that sitting and reading children’s 
books was one ask too many.  Others, who do read for pleasure, said that when they got home they 
wanted to switch off and read what they wanted.  Following this, we met as a change team to see how 
we could find ways to support staff to widen their knowledge in a time efficient way.   
 
We started with asking each year group to take it in turns to share a book at the beginning of each staff 
meeting.  As a school, we teach English using a visual literacy approach where high-quality picture books 
are chosen to stimulate children’s imagination and inspire their writing.  By asking staff to share these 
books, we were not asking them to do additional work.  As I started the process, it enabled me to model 
book talk in an informal way with staff.  It has resulted in a real buzz through school following each 
reading.   
 
Staff commented on the books, asking to read them to their class and researching whether the author 
has written any other books they could read.  In addition, it has ensured that all teachers have a working 
knowledge of the books to teach English through school.  This approach also inspired our PSHE lead to 
purchase books that could be shared across classes based on the themes studied in our PSHE curriculum.   
 
Classes came up with ‘three words’ that were recorded on post-its before passing the book on.  Our 
headteacher shared books in worship times, that are closely aligned to our school values and resulted in 
children coming into class talking about the stories and making links to other texts we had shared.  All of 
this helped us to build a community of readers in school.   
 
Events such as World Book Day were planned using the same approach.  Books were sent round school 
for a ‘drop everything and read’ day and children commented to me in the playground and dining hall 
how much they had enjoyed the books I chose.   
 
To encourage staff to read, I created a reading for pleasure display in the staff room with copies of book 
front covers on and space for staff to record their thoughts after reading the book.  The books are 
displayed in a basket beneath the display.  I hoped that providing staff with the books would again mean 
one less job for them to do.  Initially, staff were keen to read the books.  I have provided books for all ages 
and abilities so that less keen readers would not feel daunted.  
 

 



 Conversations around these books also began to happen during lunch breaks.  In order to maintain the 
interest, the books were changed on a termly basis. 
 
The most difficult strategy to implement has been the plan to have one staff meeting per term in a 
book shop.  Due to time constraints (the nearest book shop is half an hour away and closed on staff 
meeting days) and budgetary issues, we have not been able to do this.  Instead, we have engaged with 
our local library service.  We recently took the whole school for a visit as part of the Keighley Literature 
Festival and each class got to meet either a famous author, poet or children’s illustrator.  In September, 
we plan to roll out library cards for both teachers and children.  We aim to hold a termly staff meeting 
here and for each class to pay a visit each term for both children and staff to borrow books.   
 
 
 
Aim 2: Develop social reading environments and develop informal book talk, inside text talk and 
recommendations.  
 
Strategies: 

- update the school library, removing old and tatty books, evaluating the space and reorganising i; 
- teachers to improve their reading areas in classes 
- teachers to work together to create shared reading spaces that will be used for timetabled 

reading for pleasure 
- teachers to use different methods to engage children in class reads. 

 
As part of our staff development programme this year, I have led several sessions around Reading for 
Pleasure.  Following the initial training for all staff delivered by the RfP team, I asked staff to review their 
class reading areas.  The Change Team and I shared the headlines from the children’s data so they knew 
why they were being asked to do this.  When staff heard that children weren’t enjoying the class reads 
because they didn’t feel they had a say in the books being read, it generated a huge discussion as to how 
they could change this.  Almost overnight, reading areas in classes were overhauled and staff began 
seeking children’s opinions on the books they shared with them.  Staff displayed books they had enjoyed 
reading and began a voting system for children’s voice. 
 
The impact of this was apparent very quickly.  Staff reported that children were discussing suggested 
books for class reads and were now taking an interest in the class reading areas.  More children were 
requesting to read books off the shelves and had begun to request books by specific authors. 
 
Drop-in observations and pupil voice conferences showed that children were more engaged in the class 
reads and teachers had begun to think about where children were sat for these sessions so that they were 
more comfortable.  Of those children spoken to, all of them said they enjoyed the class read more now 
that they had had a say in which book was read. 
 
“Even though my book doesn't always get chosen to be read, I know it will be and I can’t wait.”  Y3 child. 
 
            
 
                   
 
              
 
 
 
 



 
As a Change Team, we discussed how best to tackle 
the issue of the school library.  This is an area that we 
were unable to use during the pandemic and has 
subsequently become neglected.  Recognising that 
reorganising and possibly restocking is a long, time 
consuming and expensive process, we decided to 
start with the non-fiction section.  As part of a 
training day, we gave staff a selection of books 
wrapped up in brown paper.  In groups, they were 
asked to unwrap the books and decide whether the 
book was one we should keep or loose.   
We gave staff criteria to think about:  

• how current was the content?   

• Was it still relevant today?   

• Was it in good condition?   

• Would you want to read it?   
After doing this, we sorted through all the non-fiction 
books in the library into ones we felt should be kept 
and those we could send to a charity in Africa.  We 
then sorted the books into curriculum topics which 
were distributed to year groups to display and share 
when they taught each topic.  Remaining books were 
returned to the library. 
 

 
We also asked key stage teams (EYFS, KS1, 
LKS2 and UKS2) to design shared reading 
areas in shared spaces in school.  Prior to this, 
we had asked teachers to ask their classes what 
they would like these spaces to be like so that 
staff could incorporate their ideas into the 
designs.  Unfortunately, due to staff shortages, 
these shared spaces have taken a while to get 
off the ground.  Knowing this, I still wanted the 
reading for pleasure sessions to begin and I 
didn’t want the lack of shared reading spaces 
to be a barrier.  I carried out a reading for 
pleasure session using book talk with my Y5 
class.  I modelled for them how I choose a book, 
explaining that I often look at 3 or 4 books 
before I find one I want to read.  I put baskets 
of books out onto the tables organised into 
genres and including a box labelled ‘my 
recommendations’ and let children get up and 
move around the room.  Within a very short 
space of time all children were browsing and 
sharing books with each other. I was able to 
stand back and see who was confident in 
finding a book and who might need 
encouragement.   
 



Following this, I led a staff meeting on book talk using the OUP RfP strategies.  I shared the video of my 
RfP sessions with the staff, along with a video of a KS1 session led by a member of the Change Team and 
we shared with them other strategies for book talk.  We watched the video of Jon Biddle sharing his 
experiences of book talk and staff were excited to put this into action.  Every teacher was asked to 
timetable in a reading for pleasure weekly session and share their experiences of what went well.  The 
impact was instant.   
 
“I always thought our children couldn’t talk about books but now I realise that we just didn’t give them 
the opportunity.”  Y5 teacher. 

    
 

   
 

   



         
 
For us as a school, 
implementing the book talk 
sessions across every year 
group has made staff really 
understand the value of 
reading for pleasure.  On 
carrying out drop-in 
monitoring during these 
sessions, most teachers and children did not notice me come in until I 
joined them to share their books.  Following the success of the session, 
staff have approached me to ask if we can push on with the shared 
reading spaces in their own time. 
 
Whilst not all reading spaces are completely finished, the impact they have had on children is clear.  
During pupil voice interviews, the following comments were made by children about the Book Talk 
sessions in the shared reading spaces:  
 
“Reading in the reading area is fun.  I can relax and get comfy and we have lots of books to choose from.” 
Y6 child.  
 
“At the beginning of the year I didn’t like reading in school as we sat at tables and it wasn’t comfy.  Now 
we can read in the reading area and I can sit on a cushion or lie on the floor.  I like reading in school now.” 
Y5 target child. 
 
“Book talk means we get to have time to really read and talk about books.  Sometimes I just want to sit 
by myself and read and now I can.”  Y4 target child. 
 
“My teacher finds books for me that she thinks I will like.  It makes me want to read them in the reading 
area especially if I get to sit in the comfy chair.”  Y3 target child. 
 



       
         
    

Review  
Intention: reviewing to ascertain impact at the end of the academic year  
 
Learning walks and monitoring show that there has been a definite shift in teachers' perspective of the 
value of reading for pleasure sessions.  Reading areas within classrooms are now child-focused.  Books 
are clearly organised to make it easier for children to find a book they want to read.  Pupil voice 
interviews show that the target children are now more motivated to find a book they like and can talk 
about what they like to read.  They now see reading as something they can do and that they want to do. 
 
“Please can we read the one about the war?”  Y5 focus child who would only read poetry because it was 
short. 
 



Y2 focus child raised £50 in the school readathon through reading 15 books. 
 
HW loves being chosen to read a book to others during the class read sessions. He likes geography/books 
with maps, 'These tell us about the continents that we have been learning about'.  - Y2 teacher, bottom 
20% focus child. 
 
“Can I really keep it?”   Y5 focus child after being given a book by our author at the library visit.  He then 
couldn't take his nose out of the book. 
 
“2 of the 3 target children in Y2 passed their phonic screening in December (and are on the top book band 
of the RWI books) and the other child scored 34 in his most recent screen.  - Y2 teacher, bottom 20% 
focus children. 
 
“I like our new reading area.  We have boxes to split up books and it’s easy to find what book I want.  We 
can bring books in from home to share too.”  - Y3 focus child: bottom 20% and reluctant reader. 

“AA asked if he could read one of the books I shared with the class because ‘finally there’s a book about 
Muslims’ and ‘one day, maybe there can be a book about me.’  - Y5 class teacher about a reluctant 
reader. 

“The Hungry Caterpillar is one of UH’s favourite books and he often asks an adult to read it with him or 
asks us to read it at story time.  He was overheard reciting the days of the week and the fruits the 
caterpillar ate on those days while reading this book.  He also engaged with another child who was 
helping him when he couldn’t quite remember the foods in the right order.’  - Y1 teacher; child in bottom 
20% and reluctant reader. 

“I really enjoyed this book.  Are there any more by the same author?”  Y4 focus child, reluctant reader. 

“Please can we read in the reading area every day?”  Y5 child, reluctant reader. 

“I dream about things after reading.”  Y3 focus child 

“I can share a book with my friend and they help me with the words I can’t read” Y3 focus child. 

“The illustrations make me think.”  Y3 focus child. 

A comparison of the baseline data and the end of year data shows that there has been a shift of attitude 
towards reading across school with 95% of pupils in school now saying that reading is okay or that they 
love reading, compared to 90% in the baseline.  Although overall, the percentage of children who think 
that they are good readers has risen slightly, it was noticeable that as children move up through school, 
the percentage of children who view themselves as good readers drops.  On digging deeper, it became 
apparent that children’s perception of their reading ability is intrinsically linked to their book band 
reading book and to their enjoyment of and ability to read long books.  We identified a significant barrier 
and removed it: giving children permission to read shorter books/easier books, not to like a book and not 
to have to finish a book.  Children are not now limited to book banded books which were often chosen for 
them.  This has taken away the stigma of being a poor reader as all reading areas have books which are 
accessible to all readers. 

In our end of year survey, we asked children again whether they enjoyed reading in school.  The results 
were staggering.  A huge 85% of all children now said that they enjoyed reading in school which is all the 
more remarkable as we did not introduce book talk and the reading spaces until April.  

 



 

Baseline (whole school):                                                                  End data (whole school) 
26% of children enjoyed reading in school.                                   85% of children enjoyed reading in school. 

                                                 

Reading for pleasure has not only had an impact on children’s attitudes to learning but also on their 
attainment in reading.  This years KS2 SATs results showed an increase of 7% of children reaching 
expected standard.   

Sustain 
Intention: review and plan for embedding implementation and impact in future years 
 
The journey we have had this year has shown us that reading for pleasure does not happen by accident.  
It requires careful planning and must start by being led by teachers.  It is a gradual process which, when 
done well, enables children to build up to having spontaneous conversations with others about books and 
reading.  In order for teachers to make recommendations to children in their class, the most important 
factor is subject knowledge through expert knowledge of authors and books.  The RfP research has led us 
every step of the way.  Without this knowledge of children’s texts, we cannot inspire children.  Without 
the high-quality book talk, modelled by teachers, we cannot build a community of readers.   
 
Next year, I plan that we will relaunch our RfP strategy in September to reignite teachers' enthusiasm and 
remind them of our successes this year.  Our approach to RfP sessions will form part of new teachers' 
induction in the summer term.  Visits for classes to the library have been booked in at the start of the 
academic year to ensure that they happen - as will staff meetings.  Our original plan was to relaunch the 
school library, however, our librarian, who is on the Change Team, suggested we use the library 
differently.  As it is a small and cramped space that isn’t really large enough for a whole class, we plan to 
bring to the library to classes.  All classes will receive boxes of books for the shared reading spaces.  
Children will put together a wanted list: it could contain specific books, authors or books on a theme.  
There will also be many surprises so that the receiving of a new box is something to be looked forward to 
and shared with anticipation.  Longer term, we plan to design and build a larger library in the current ICT 
suite.  As this will be costly, funding will take some time to accumulate. 
 
Monitoring will continue in the form of drop-in observations and pupil voice conferences.  Sharing books 
at the start of staff meetings will continue and the new headteacher will be approached to support 
integrating reading into our whole school worship schedule.  We will continue to ensure that we have the 
correct balance of teaching reading skills and reading for pleasure.  Thinking about what the data has 
shown us, I intend to develop a reading spine for each year group and move away from book bands so 
that children are choosing what they read for pleasure based on their interests.  In addition to this, 
work is needed to improve attitudes to reading through book talk and individual feedback by challenging 
children’s views about what makes a good reader. 
 



Moving forward, one of our actions for next year is to involve parents to create a home reading 
community.  Many of our parents cannot read English and I plan to work with our ESOL lead to make sure 
that we do this effectively.  I would like to have reading ambassadors through school who can champion 
reading and these pupils would form part of a book club.  This would also link to improving children’s 
perceptions of themselves as readers as our data shows that the higher up school children go, the less 
confident they are about they saying they are a good reader.  This is particularly the case with children 
who join us through school with little or no English.   I want children to realise that reading ability 
doesn’t matter when it comes to enjoying reading. 
 

 


